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By Eric Herman

Editor

In Praise of
Vision Casters
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Associate Editor
Melissa Anderson Burress— 818.715-9776

The key to progress in most industries is the presence of people who are able to
see through to a better tomorrow. At WaterShapes, we’ve sought to create a forum for these forward-looking people – professionals who use their positive visions as guiding principles in all the work they do.
That’s why, when people ask me what this publication is all about, I like to say
“It’s a magazine about possibilities.”
When we started WaterShapes more than two years ago, we had a strong hunch
that there were lots of people designing and building “contained, controlled water” who believed that the future held possibilities far greater than those embodied in the typical images embodied by the swimming pool, waterfeature and
landscape-design trades. To be completely candid, however, we weren’t entirely
sure how many people we would find who were ready to share in what we sensed
could be a rich, varied dialogue.
I’m thrilled to report that what we’re hearing back from you indeed confirms
that design, engineering and construction professionals across the country have
enthusiastically joined the discussion. I can’t tell you how many people have
called to let us know that our authors and columnists are providing information
critical to their pursuit of excellence in the watershaping trades.
Architect Randall Angell of Dallas put it beautifully in a recent letter: “It is important for members from every division of our industry to see that there are
companies all over the country that put pride into their work and truly care
about the customer. For this reason, I believe that you at WaterShapes are vision
casters. Through this magazine, you have the opportunity to spawn a level of excellence never before witnessed in our industry. You have the ability to show
what can be achieved when thought is put into each aspect of a project.”
I agree with Angell on every point he makes, with one key exception: The “vision casters,” as he puts it, are not those of us who work at the magazine; rather,
it’s you in the trade who’ve stepped forward to participate in the development of
the magazine as your forum. And that applies as much to those of you who write
for us as it does to those of you who take the time to consider, adopt, adapt and
apply the ideas explored in our pages.
The level of participation in this forward-looking, high-minded dialogue is
strong evidence of a trade that, as Angell writes in his letter,“has the passion to
stretch the limits and reach beyond what has previously been done.”
To that stirring assessment I say,“Bravo!” And to all vision casters in this trade,
I say let’s keep the conversations moving forward into a future built on a heightened sense of pride and an ever-broadening palette of possibilities!
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Jim McNicol
Rick Anderson

I

n this Issue
March’s writers

Ken Alperstein is co-founder of Pinnacle
Design, a golf-course architecture firm with offices in Palm Desert and San Diego, Calif. He is
a 15-year veteran of the landscape-design industry and has specialized in golf course landscaping since 1989. Alperstein and his partners, Ron Gregory and Bill Kortsch, founded
Pinnacle to serve the highly specialized golf
course design industry. The company’s portfolio includes high-end championship golf
courses, clubhouses and grounds throughout
the Western United States – including several
courses rated in the top 100 in the United
States by Golf Digest and Golf magazines.

shape design and construction firm based in
Bonita Springs, Fla. A 23-year veteran of the
swimming pool industry, he began his career in
1977 in Fort Myers, Fla., where he specialized in
residential pools. In 1992, he acquired Certified
Pool Mechanics, a maintenance firm, and immediately expanded the company’s operations
to encompass design and construction. Moving
further into commercial and institutional work,
Knight founded the company’s Certified
Enviroscapes division in 1996 to focus on highly specialized, themed designs and construction
for amusement parks, museums and public
aquariums.

Steven Knight is president of Certified Pool
Mechanics/Certified Enviroscapes, a water-

Paul Benedetti is founder and vice president of Aquatic Technology, a custom swim-

Circle 23 on Postage Free Card
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ming pool design/build/service firm
based in Morgan Hill, Calif. He began his work in the industry in 1991
as an independent service technician.
He quickly moved into major repair
and remodeling work, eventually
transitioning into original designs
and construction. He now builds extremely high-end residential pools for
upscale clients in Northern
California’s Silicon Valley region,
where he also offers his design services to architects and landscape architects. Benedetti’s firm continues
to service pools, including all of those
he has built. He is a member of the
Independent Pool & Spa Service
Association and the National Spa &
Pool Institute and is an associate
member of the Genesis 3 Design
Group.
Tom Moneta is president of Leisure
Living Pools, a high-end custom
swimming pool design and construction firm based in Frisco, Texas. He
founded the company with his wife
Joyce in 1980, with the goal of emphasizing overall backyard designs
that include decks, arbors and fences
in addition to watershapes. The company has been recognized both nationally and locally with a variety of
design awards: In 1998, NSPI gave
the company its Technical/ Engineering Achievement award. Moneta is
currently a member of the national
board for NSPI and is past chairman
of its Builders Council. Mike Farley
is a landscape architect with 20 years
of experience and is currently one of
Leisure Living Pools’ design/project
managers. After receiving his degree
in landscape architecture from Texas
Tech University, he began his career
in California with a high-end landscape-design firm through which he
became involved in several pool remodeling projects. He later joined
Geremia Pools in Sacramento, Calif.,
where he worked for six years before
joining Moneta’s firm in 1998.

CORRECTION
An important second paragraph was omitted from the caption on page 46 of
Kevin Fleming’s article, “Unlocking the Future,” in our January/February 2001 issue. The paragraph was to read:
“This particular project, created by our design partner Kirk Bianchi and built
by Roger Soares of Hydroscapes (Fountain Hills, Ariz.), is an example of the
kinds of design concepts and features we want to bring to and apply in our own
marketplace.”

The Winning Grate!

Strength
Performance

Grate Technologies, Inc.
275 Airport Road South
Naples, FL 34104
(941) 435-3700 phone
(941) 435-3708 fax
www.gratetech.com
Circle 22 on Postage Free Card
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Quality
Don’t
Come
Easy
By Brian Van Bower

D

uring the past few years, I’ve come
to the stark realization that there are
too few quality craftspeople in most
geographical areas of our country.
And it’s not just the watershaping
trades: The same holds true for most areas of
the greater construction industry as well.
That’s why, when you’re looking for people
who can execute highly customized work and
are willing to take chances and stretch what they
do, it’s definitely a seller’s market out there.
More than any other challenge I face in my own
business, finding people who can consistently
deliver on the promise of quality I make to my
customers is becoming tougher as time goes by.
The hard reality is that, for many people in
the trades, it’s easier to do three ordinary jobs in
a week than it is to do one challenging project
over a month. I’m starting to think that this a
new example of the age-old quality vs. quantity
paradox. And frankly, it seems to me that coming down more often on the side of quantity is
one of the things that threatens to doom our industry to mediocrity.

Not Just the Bucks
For the past couple of years, Lars Wiren (my
partner in our construction company) and I repeatedly have asked ourselves why we’re constantly running up against this lack of qualified
craftspeople and have talked at length about
how to deal with it.
As we’ve looked at this problem, it’s become
clear to us that the driving force here is not

The hard reality is that, for many people in the
trades, it’s easier to do three ordinary jobs in
a week than it is to do one challenging project
over a month.
money, as one might expect.
It would be easy to understand that a tile contractor, for example, would
gravitate toward the more profitable course if he or she were really making
more money doing three cheap jobs instead of one expensive project. By
contrast, however, what we’ve found is that many craftspeople actually turn
away from high-paying jobs with better margins in favor of far more competitive volume work that carries narrower margins and more headaches.
If it’s not the money, what’s driving the decision? I think it’s familiarity
and the desire of many people to stay within comfortable boundaries of
operation. After all, why put yourself in a situation that forces you to
learn? There’s risk and even discomfort involved with stretching the limits
of your own capabilities.
This complacency of craft is, I believe, further reinforced by the way we regard people who work with their hands in this country. In other places, particularly in Europe and parts of Asia, craftspeople are seen as artisans and enjoy
prestige in their communities. They work hard to build their reputations for
excellence, and the pride they have in their work shows in everything they do.
I don’t mean to sound unpatriotic, but the cold truth is that we in the
United States don’t share this value system. In fact, a huge proportion of
the craftspeople I know view the work they’re doing with their hands as an
activity that fills time as they wait to ascend to a job behind a desk. Few
“ambitious” people in this country view activities such as plumbing, tile or
stone work as lifetime pursuits that, in and of themselves, elevate practitioners to a position of respect.
That’s a shame, in my opinion. It’s too bad for the craftspeople themContinued on page 12
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T h e c o u n t r y ’s l a rg e s t m a i l o rd e r s u p p l i e r o f p o n d k i t s a n d wa t e r g a rd e n
e q u i p m e n t n o w h a s l o c a l s u p p l i e r s ! Same Product, same prices, same
knowledgeable and friendly service.

NOW AVAILABLE

CALIFORNIA
Aqua Designs
7743 University Ave.
La Mesa, CA 91941
619-463-0264
H o m e S c a p e s S t a t u a r y G a rd e n s
2504 Main St.
Soquel, CA 95073
831-462-2260
Po n d s aw ay
3022 Winkle Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
831-462-2852
R o s e n b a l m R o c ke r y
53 W. Herndon
Clovis, CA 93612
559-298-0674
R o s e n b a l m R o c ke r y
13101 Golden State Blvd.
Madera, CA 93637
559-673-1629

COLORADO
Tr u e P u m p & E q u i p m e n t , I n c .
1429 S. Broadway
Denver, CO 80210
800-999-9021
303-744-3505

FLORIDA
D r i f t w o o d G a rd e n C e n t e r
5051 Tamiami Trail N
Naples, FL 34103
941-261-0328

CLOSER TO HOME!
MINNESOTA

PENNSYLVANIA

INDIANA

H e d b e rg A g g re g a t e s
1205 Nathan Lane N.
Plymouth, MN 55441
763-545-4400

T h e S o u n d s o f Wa t e r
628 W. Highway 131
Clarksville, IN 47129
812-949-1529

H e d b e rg A g g re g a t e s
4375 170th St. W
Farmington, MN 55024
651-423-5048

G i l b e r t ’s G a rden Center
RD 2 Box 261
Route 15 North
Selinsgrove, PA 17870
570-743-6733

IOWA

New location opening in Spring of
2001 in Stillwater, MN

D r i f t w o o d G a rd e n C e n t e r
20071 S. Tamiami Trail
Estero, FL 33928
941-947-9676

Rhino Materials
480 S. 16th St.
West Des Moines, IA 50265
515-224-0200

KANSAS
Lilypads In Landscapes, Inc.
4111 NW 16th St.
Topeka, KS 66618
785-233-4260

MISSOURI
B e s t o f N a t u r e, I n c .
7950 Watson Road
St. Louis, MO 63119
314-962-5833
B e s t o f N a t u r e, I n c .
1257 St. Peters/Cottleville Road
St. Peters, MO 63376
636-498-2500
B e s t o f N a t u r e, I n c .
17005 Old Manchester Road
Wildwood, MO 63040
636-405-7003

NEW YORK
Bissett Nursery
323 Long Island Ave.
Holtsville, NY 11742
631-289-3500
Bissett Nursery
470 Deer Park Ave.
Dix Hills, NY 11746
631-493-1600

NORTH CAROLINA

WISCONSIN
W i s c o n s i n Po n d S h o p
Middleton, WI
608-831-6776

CANADA
Aquascape Ontario
9295 Colborne St. Ext.
Chatham, ON N7M 5J4
in Canada: 888-547-7663
in US: 519-352-8318
Wa t e r s c e n e D e s i g n s , I n c .
5667 12th Ave.
Delta, BC V4L 1C5
in Canada: 888-596-7663
in US: 604-943-9788

Po we l l & Po well Supply Co.
1206 Broad Street
Fuquay-Varina, NC 27526
800-800-6296 ext. 245

OHIO
B e d f o rd G l e n s G a rd e n C e n t e r
43 Glens Road
Bedford, OH 44146
440-232-7756
C ro s s C re e k G a rd e n s
8360 Sunberry Road
Westerville, OH 43081
614-895-8020

OREGON
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P a c i f i c Wa t e r G a r d e n s
32300 S. Dryland Rd.
Molalla, OR 97038
503-651-3302

For Questions or More Information,

Call 800-306-6227 ext. 1125
or visit us on the web at www.aquascapedesigns.com

Setting Up a Ledge
By David Tisherman

F

or me, the simplicity and elegance of the International
Style was just about the best thing going in 20th-century design. The followers of Walter Gropius in the
Bauhaus movement held this simplicity – expressed as a
cleanness of line, a uniformity of materials and the establishment of clear relationships among architectural planes
– in absolutely the highest regard.
I always try to integrate these design principles into my own
work – and one of the ways I do so is through the ledger detail
we’ll examine this time around. It’s an expensive approach and
can’t be done with every project, but when my clients see the
potential and get excited about the look, it’s one of those touches that can make a great project into an extraordinary one.
Don’t let appearances deceive you: This isn’t simple to execute and involves an entirely different approach to setting up
the walls, the bond beam and both the interior and exterior finishes. But once you get the construction details down, a whole
new set of design possibilities will come into play in your work.

Down to Details
The project shown here features a dry-stacked ledger both
inside and outside the pool.
We prepared the wall for this at the forming stage, setting
up the forms in the usual way on top, but leaving a gap about
six inches thick at the bottom (Figure 1). Steel was then doweled out into the void created by the framing and connected
with a nose bar to give it the structural rigidity of a small, cantilevered footing or ledge.
Next, in the gunite stage, we shot the top of the beam and
wall to the desired thickness and created a structural ledge at
the base of the form that, once cut and cleaned, will support

Figure 1
18

the stack of ledger stones (Figure 2).
As is shown in Figure 3 (on page 20), the framing penetrates
the ledge at intervals. It’s important to set these vertical members
up so they can be removed easily – and then dry-pack the voids.
This ledge is the key to the whole detail. Yes, you might put
down some sort of footing or blocks and stack the stones (indeContinued on page 20

Figure 2
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Continued from page 18

Figure 3

pendent of the pool wall) on the outside
wall as an afterthought, but then the
problems begin (not the least of which is
the fact that you can’t do anything comparable on the inside of the pool that has
any structural integrity at all).
The ledge seen here is part of the
shell. If we’d set the stones on an isolated support such as a footing (as is typically found in ledger construction) and
attached the stone itself to the wall, differential settlement will cause the stones

The followers of Walter Gropius in the Bauhaus
movement held this simplicity – expressed as
a cleanness of line, a uniformity of materials
and the establishment of clear relationships
among architectural planes – in absolutely the
highest regard.

to move. Before long, cracks will develop in the coping material that bridges
the wall (that is, the pool structure) and
the isolated footing (on which the
ledger stones sit).
This shelf approach works equally
well inside and outside the wall, and
this is where the simplicity I mentioned
up front comes into the picture.
Where an ordinary pool might have
decking of one material, a face veneer of
another material, a coping of a third

material and a waterline treatment of
yet another material, the aesthetics of
this structure feature a seamless flow
from the home and onto the deck and
into the pool. This is simplicity itself.
Of course, there are practical issues
involved. The steel crew must be instructed in how to set up the thickened walls and shelves so they work
structurally; the forming crew needs
to know how to set up the beam and
Continued on page 22
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Continued from page 20

Figure 4

shelves to minimize problems with
the shoot; the plumber needs to be
aware of the penetrations and the extensions required to move through
the ledger; the inside wall needs at
least three coats of Thoroseal (both
gray and white) to prevent any moisture penetration to the outside wall;
and, finally, the masonry crew must
know how to dry stack the ledger
stones in such a way that you don’t see
any filler or grout (Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 5

In Figure 4, notice that the ledger
stones project over the ledge on the inside of the pool to allow for eventual
application of a finish up to the bottom
of the ledge.
There are two ways to go here: It’s possible to set things up so the stones are
flush with the finish. Personally, however, I like to set things up so the stones extend an inch-and-a-half or so beyond the
plane of the raw gunite (proportionate to
the finish material that will be applied to

the inside of the pool). This slight overhang gives me a great shadow line.
By contrast, on the outside of the
pool (Figure 5), the ledger is set up even
with the outside line of the ledge.
When it comes together, an approach
like this one minimizes the sort of “visual noise” against which the Bauhaus
designers rebelled early in the 20th
Century – and that’s all to the good, as
far as I’m concerned.
Continued on page 24
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Continued from page 22

Don’t let appearances deceive you:
This isn’t simple to execute and
involves an entirely different
approach to setting up the walls,
the bond beam and both the
interior and exterior finishes.

Finally, a modest suggestion: Those
of you who are truly custom designers and builders may want to learn
more about Gropius, the Bauhaus
and their influence on the way your
clients look at the world and perceive
your work. You’ll find that many of
today’s prospects are judging your
ideas in a context far deeper than you
have ever imagined!

The good old days of Kool Deck,
with the durability of Acrylic.

David Tisherman operates David
Tisherman’s Visuals, a design and construction firm based in Manhattan
Beach, Calif., with offices in Marlton,
N.J. He is co-founder and principle instructor for Genesis 3, A Design Group,
which offers education aimed at top-ofthe-line performance in aquatic design
and construction.

NNOVATIVE
ONCRETE
ECHNOLOGY
CORP.

Lakeland, Florida
Qualified Installers
Wanted
Free Training
No Franchise Fees
“Color Throughout”
Technology
Stain and Slip Resistant
5 Year Warranty

993181

888.296.5236

Acrylic Deck System

www.innovativeconcrete.com
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Watershapers who work with high-end
clients know that almost every project
is unique – different circumstances,
varied objectives and diverse hurdles.
In taking on projects at this level, Tom
Moneta and his staff of designer/
project managers at Leisure Living
Pools have found that combining a rich
design vocabulary with a mastery of
technical detail enables them to satisfy
their clients’ desires while maximizing
the potential of their backyards.

26

Site-Specific

Solutions
By Tom Moneta & Mike Farley

At our firm, we treat every project and every customer as if
they’re one of a kind – which in truth they are.
And we’ve been lucky in developing a high-end clientele that,
on the whole, is looking for something special: They enable
us to treat each project as an individual work of art; at the same
time, they challenge us to stretch our own abilities and increase
the variety of design solutions we bring to the drafting table.
In many cases, this requires something of a balancing act between what clients think they’re after and the practicalities of the
site itself, the architecture of adjoining structures and the views
of surrounding areas. For that reason, each of our projects at
Leisure Living Pools of Frisco, Texas (a suburb of Dallas), is managed from start to finish by a designer who takes ownership and
responsibility for the outcome.
In this article, we’ll look at three very different examples of projects (each one designed by landscape architect Mike Farley)
where bringing all of these factors together in a single design
required creativity in order to meet the specific challenges posed
by each setting.

Reverse Ego
Before we get into the projects, there’s an important point to
cover – one that influences both the procedural realities and our
overall design philosophy. It’s a concept we call “reverse ego.”
What this means is that we go into a situation looking to assist
in forming and executing the creative vision of the homeowners
and/or their architect while applying the company’s 20 years
of design and construction experience to the process.
On a practical level, this means that most of the design decisions are made by a committee that consists of our designer/project manager, the clients and possibly their architect, landscape architect or designer. We have meetings and discussions
with the key players at the outset of the design process – and
at every step of the way when a decision is made that significantly influences the end product. This requires a hands-on approach from our designer from start to finish. We build close
personal relationships and work hard to keep the lines of communication as open as possible.
At the design desk, reverse ego means that we focus on the
circumstances of the site and the desires of the clients and make it
all work together. In this way, no two of our watershapes are ever
the same, and there’s no way anyone can peg our company as having a certain, distinct “style.” This quality of what we do is so pronounced that when some people look at our portfolio, they’re often impressed to see that the same company has built pools that
reflect so much stylistic diversity. For many clients, in fact, this range
of possibilities comes as a pleasant (and appealing) surprise.
The fact that we work as part of a design team is not, however, to say that we don’t offer our own ideas. In most cases, in
fact, the final designs are based either in part or wholly on our
creative suggestions. The key here – and the reason for our desire to make sure our own egos don’t get in the way – is to develop ideas with our clients firmly in mind. In that sense, we get
so deeply involved that we say that ours are the ideas our clients
would have suggested if only they had our experience.
And sometimes, it turns out that our clients are surprised at
how smart they really are!
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An Artful Split
The Challenge: The first project we’ll discuss was installed with
a beautiful custom home built adjacent to a private golf course.
The back of the house is about six feet below the level of the course,
and the yard stretches a modest 63 feet from the back of the house
to the property line. The six feet in height transitions (we consider this a mountainside here in the flatlands of Texas) were initially handled with one three-foot retaining wall at the fence line and
another three-foot wall 30 feet in from the fence that basically split
the yard in half.
The homeowners wanted something different – something that
would really impress visitors as they explored the property. They
also said they wanted to be able to see portions of the pool from
two specific points within the home, one on each side. Their wish
list also included a large waterfeature and large patio areas for entertaining.
Stylistically, they were after a natural feel with rocks and plantings – but not necessarily with a full-blown duplication of nature
that they thought would seem unrealistic. Finally, they wanted to
take advantage of the views of the neighboring golf course, which
was basically invisible from inside the home because of the elevation change.
The Solution: In this case, we decided to use the six-foot change
in elevation to full advantage. At the fence line, a rock waterfall now
tumbles into a large, free-form pool that in turn spills into two lower
pools via a split vanishing-edge design that flows toward the house
(rather than away from it, as is the case with most vanishing edges).

28

This terraced design enabled us to raise the patios and walkways associated with the pool so that people standing or lounging next to the water would be able to see the golf course, thus expanding their views and giving the area a greater sense of
openness. By splitting the vanishing edge and creating the two
lower pools, we also were able to provide views from the two primary observation points within the home.
Turning the vanishing edge around in this way meant changing
the usual approach to these edges, because we didn’t want to
confront our clients daily with a monotonously smooth, uniform
sheet-flow. Instead, we broke the continuity of the edge with irregular rockwork to provide a more interesting waterfall effect coming towards the home. (In fact, you really only see the vanishing
edge effect from the golf course.) The ragged flow into the two
lower pools also reinforces the effect of the rock waterfall at the
back of the upper pool.
Now from the two main interior observation points – one in the
formal dining room, the other in the kitchen on the other end of the
home – the upper pool appears to wrap around the house and
move out of sight; in fact, you take in about half the space from
each point, which invites the observer to move out into the space
to walk the pathways and find out what’s going on in the rest of the
yard.
And there’s much to take in: There are four separate patio areas around the pool on different levels, offering private areas for
relaxing or conversation and offering a variety of viewpoints of the
pools and their natural rockwork and landscaping.
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Making Adjustments
We made a significant design change
late in the project to one patio – the circular deck between the two lower pools.
In the original design, this deck was on
the same level as the main pool, the
thought being that it would provide a sort
of central, raised viewpoint. As we spent
more time on site, however, it became obvious that this deck would be far too
prominent as originally designed – too
abrupt a change in elevation between the
house and the pool.
So we lowered it 18 inches to a point
about halfway between the levels of the
main upper pool and the lower catch
basins.
– T.M.
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A Secret Garden
The Challenge: Sometimes what your clients want and what makes sense for the
site are entirely different things. This project offers an extreme example of this situation.
Here, the clients wanted two things in their small backyard: First, they were after a
formal, architectural swimming pool to go with the geometric look and dramatic arched
back window of their home – as well as decking and rockwork that would pick up the
elegant whites and cream colors. Second, they wanted their backyard to include a
woodsy, natural fishpond that would serve as sort of a meditation garden. And all of
this, of course, had to fit in a 60-by-60-foot space.
To be honest, we weren’t sure at first how we were going to pull this one off. But we
proceeded to reverse our egos, accepted the fact that the clients had ideas we needed to accommodate and gave it our best shot.
The Solution: As we were considering how to put an architectural pool next to a naturalistic pond and make it all work together, it became obvious that we did have one
thing in our favor: The line of sight from the focal-point arched window stretched at a
perfect diagonal across the yard to the back corner. So we knew we could use the maximum distance to create two distinct exterior “rooms.”
Immediately, we knew that the pool would be in the foreground and that we’d somehow conceal the pond area and push it as far to the back as we could.
Our first design had a rectangular pool set diagonally in the yard. The space beyond
the pool would be (somehow) disconnected from the pool and was to include the small
pond in a garden setting. The clients didn’t like what they saw: They wanted a bigger
pond and weren’t crazy about the basic rectangular shape of the pool. So we went back
to the drawing board.
Before long, we’d come up with the current L-shaped pool design along with the raised
spa/waterfeature structure on the far side. This new spa structure echoes the geometry of the pool and draws the eye toward the back of the pool by spilling into a small
basin containing four vertical waterfeature jets. Sheet waterfalls in front of the waterfeature basin fall into the pool itself.
Once we hit on the basic pool/spa configuration, the rest began to fall into place.
The circular planter in the foreground of the pool lines up with the raised spa structure.
Directly behind that is a garden arch that separates the pool area from the pond beyond.
We used an arched pergola to echo the arched window on the home and also to provide a visual barrier directly behind the pool. (We’ve found that arches, pergolas and
other, similar architectural transitions work well in situations where you want to separate areas, because they provide a distinct visual threshold that invites you to discover what’s on the other side.) Low hedges planted on both sides of the arch further separate the pond from the pool, while the raised spa, arch and plantings conspire to
hide the low-lying pond in the back.
The transition to the pond is eased by the arch and, as important, by the flagstone
decking, which we extended into the pond area to intersect with a crown of natural rock
that surrounds the far side of the pond. The modest two-foot waterfall is located in the
very back corner of the space, filling it with gentle sounds. A stone bridge (reinforced
by a steel plate below) lets observers cross the pond at its narrowest point.
There’s not a lot of room around the pond, but we were able to provide space for
plantings, narrow pathways and a bench.
Given the challenges of the site and the clients’ desires, this project came together remarkably well: These two distinctly different areas comfortably coexist despite
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A Daring Display
The Challenge: This project was built as part of the annual
“Parade of Homes” event in Dallas. Each year, the local chapter
of the National Association of Home Builders hires six to ten highend architects and builders to create model homes in a selected
neighborhood. When the work is finished, the public buys tickets
for tours of the fully furnished and landscaped homes; all proceeds
go to the Make-a-Wish Foundation.
The project seen here was part of the 2000 Parade of Homes.
In September and October, more than 40,000 people came to take
a look.
All of these projects are true examples of partnering: Everything
is decided by committee in order to create environments that are

aesthetically consistent with the vision of the architect. In this case,
the home has a Moroccan design motif with arches, tile roofs and
lots of beautiful gold and cream colors throughout.This style, while
common in other parts of the country, makes a bold statement in
North Texas where it’s seldom seen. We felt that this gave us an
opportunity to do something truly different and exciting.
The challenge we faced was to echo this architectural style in
the backyard, a steeply sloped slice of ground measuring a cramped
68-by-30 feet. The homebuilder wanted something spectacular in
this small space, with strong views from several interior points.
The problem was that no one location in the house overlooked
the entire yard. Another challenge came by way of the fact that the
Continued on page 34
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Fun in the Sun
By Steven Knight

You won’t find too
many clients who
can afford to install
full-scale theme parks
in their residential
backyards, but that’s
exactly what builder
Steven Knight ran into
on this project. Indeed,
this owner had the
imagination (and the
budget) to bring a
host of childhood
fantasies to life over
his sprawling estate in
Central Florida, and now
the watershapes at
Foxtrotter Ranch are
a true monument to
kids young and old.

i

like a good challenge in my work, and I like to have fun making it happen.
This project embodied the best of both experiences.
The project displayed on these pages was built for a wealthy client who lives
on a working horse ranch in the rolling green countryside near Ocala, Fla.
Our company, Certified Pool Mechanics/Certified Enviroscapes, was up to
the task. We build hundreds of highly customized watershapes each year for a
variety of theme parks, resorts and high-end residences. Most have highly developed “themes,” so we’re accustomed to providing our clients with heavy
doses of imagination and creativity.
The basic marching orders on this job were straightforward: The owner wanted a theme park on his property for his kids.
Fun was the name of the game, and imagination was the currency that got us
in the front door. The result is a series of watershapes that combine various elements found in theme parks and resort hotels – but rarely seen in residential projects. We’ve worked on bigger projects with bigger budgets, but at $1.6 million
and counting, this is by far the largest private-residence project we’ve ever done.
The design needed to have “snap, crackle, pop.” Let’s take a tour of Foxtrotter
Ranch and see what it takes to perform at that level of expectation.

POOLS OF FUN
The original project called for two primary pool areas: one for kids and one for
bigger kids (including the adult variety). The client wanted slides, grottos, interactive water, beach entries, waterfalls, fog machines, lighting, rock structures, rainmakers and bridges, all built with as much creative detail as we could muster.
He told us he wanted us to “blow his mind,”so that’s what we tried to do. Right
away, we decided to go with a “Swiss Family Robinson” theme, filling and surrounding the water with structures that suggested life in a jungle tree house.
The kiddie pool and its various interactive toys start with a 360-degree beach
entry. About 50 feet across, the pool gradually slopes to a maximum depth of

Photos © Flynn Studio
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18 inches. In the center is a massive treehouse and a
handcrafted, 18-foot alligator slide.
The whole affair is set beneath a 60-by-60-foot glass and
aluminum enclosure with a retractable roof: When the
sun shines,16 massive panels slide back to allow the Florida
sun to drench the area; when it’s cold,the panels shut out
the elements so the kids can still enjoy indoor play.
The central play structure was built in conjunction
with Com-Pac Filtration of Jacksonville, Fla. They assembled the basic aluminum substructure and plumbing within the tree house.
The structure itself looks like a bamboo hut with adjoining bridges. The upright stand legs are seamed aluminum with a faux-bamboo finish on the outside. The
walkways use eucalyptus wood planks that hold up
beautifully to water with no protective finish at all. The
overhead roofing is the real thing, too, made entirely of
bamboo thatch material.
The entire structure is an interactive toy from end to
end, beginning with the roof and rainmaker waterfeatures. Water literally pops up everywhere,spraying,squirting and spewing from a variety of nozzles and weirs on
the bamboo uprights themselves. There are also fauxbamboo water cannons along with a mushroom-style
sheeting waterfeature mounted on the tree house’s platform,a tire swing rope and totem poles that spit streams
of water – not to mention the big alligator waterslide,
hand-sculpted by senior project manager Roger Nauman.
There’s also a separate rock structure with a sheeting
waterfall that’s built for climbing and can be defended using a water cannon mounted in a faux-rock turret. (This rock structure also visually links the rockwork outdoors to the interior space of the kiddie area.)
There’s even a new restroom – all wood-frame construction with split-faced bamboo walls and bamboo
reeds on top. The doors, by the way, are labeled for
“damsels” and “headhunters.”
In all, the kiddie pool contains 23,000 gallons of water and circulates at about 2,000 gallons per minute – a
feature designed in such a way that it could easily meet
the demands placed on the sanitizing system by dozens
of children playing at the same time. Indeed,the plumbing is all done to Florida commercial standards. Among
other things, that means that all returns are gravity fed:
There is no powered suction on the drains,thus preventing
even the remote chance of suction-related injury.

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
The outside pool, a large free-form vessel, contains
about 60,000 gallons of water also circulated at the

The centerpiece of the indoor pool is this tree house
and outsized alligator slide. The enclosure and its retractable roof – along with plenty of interactive waterfeatures – make for guaranteed, every-day fun.
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The outdoor pool has an even more impressive tree
house at its heart, with a bigger slide and waterfeatures, caves and adventures designed to appeal
to the older kids and adults.

brisk rate of 2,000 gpm. It ranges from
zero to nine feet in depth and is finished
in gleaming white Hydrazzo supplied by
Aquavations of Coral Gables, Fla.
The central structure in the pool is
a second, larger tree house and slide that
pick up the main theme of the indoor
play area. Everything outside is made
of either natural hand-placed material or hand-sculpted artificial rock and
faux wood. The bridge to the treehouse structure is made of eucalyptus
planks with hand-woven rope mesh.
(To meet commercial safety codes, the
mesh had to have stitching on four-inch
centers.)
The tree slide is a full 60 feet in length
and dumps bathers into the deep end of
the pool. It features a prefabricated fiberglass trough surrounded by a handsculpted, hand-finished tree trunk. In designing the tree house and slide, Nauman
configured the fallen trunk with the profile of a horse’s head. It’s a huge creative
detail – but barely noticeable until someone points it out.
The rock structures outside are all
meant to suggest a southwest/Arizona feel
– all very rugged and masculine.
The grotto (located beneath the
bridge) provides an interesting point of
WATERsHAPES  MARCH 2001

This tunnel opens just outside the the kiddie-area enclosure and leads visitors to
the outdoor pool complex. With fiberoptics, a fogger and bubbling cauldrons
along the way, this passage provides a
dramatic transition between the two areas and adds its own sense of adventure
and fun to the overall experience.
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entry into the pool: When walking from the kiddie pool toward the
outside pool, you come to a set of steps that leads down into the water and through a tunnel in the rock structure. Inside this area, we
created a spooky, haunted-cave effect with a fog machine and soft,
fiberoptic lighting supplied by Fiberstars of Fremont, Calif. We also
added some spa jets to give the water the turbulent appearance of a
witch’s cauldron – quite creepy.
There’s also a second major rock structure on the far end of the pool
near a beach/sunning area. A cave extends beneath the structure and includes a bench area positioned beneath another rainmaker fixture. The
top of the structure contains planters for landscaping. Another rock waterfall is located adjacent to the elevated pathway leading to the top of the
slide – a fine example of Nauman working to add visual interest and
detail to the overall design.
The outside area is enhanced by a seven-foot spa positioned adjacent to the shallow end of the pool. Dozens of fiberoptic lighting fixtures are installed in and out of the pool, and the whole area looks absolutely amazing at night.

TAKI NG A RI DE
As we were working through the initial planning of the two swimming
pools, the client decided to take us for a ride around his 135-acre property. Not far from the pool area was a wooden structure that served as
a station for a half-scale diesel railroad, just like the kind you see at amusement parks. A beautiful faux-steam engine and two canopy cars ran
along the 1-1/2 mile loop.
As we rode around the property, the customer asked us if we could do
anything to make the train ride more interesting. Thus began the design and installation of four separate themed areas along the course of
the “Foxtrotter Railroad.”
The themed areas include a rock structure that serves as a hideout
for two animatronic bandits who hold up the train; an African lake
complete with alligators, elephants, giraffes, monkey and hippos; a
Florida river complete with a panther, alligators and a beaver dam;
and, finally, a massive faux-rock sandbox area where children can dig
for fossils.
In all, the train ride has 20 moving figures and another 20 static ones.
Nauman and I designed the animatronics system, which was manufacturered by KX International of Apopka, Fla. The figures are run
mostly by pneumatic power supplied from a central compressor station located near the center of the railroad loop. The compressor provides air pressure to substations located in each themed area, and a series of electrical relays and switches operate the various moving parts
in each figure.
Continued on page 42

A brightly colored train carries family and guests to four themed areas
scattered along a 1-1/2-mile loop around the property. Riders are accosted by bandits, visit an African lake, spend some time in a Florida
swamp and have a chance to play Indiana Jones while digging for fossils. This combination of creativity, imagination and showmanship is
what our watershaping work is all about.
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Valued for their varying colors and ability to provide both point-source and band-lighting effects, fiberoptic
lighting systems have been a popular choice in and around aquatic environments for many years. Their
variety offers designers a most useful level of design flexibility, says watershaper Paul Benedetti, who shows
what he means as he walks us through the installation of four different fiberoptic lighting systems on a single
recent project.

By Paul Benedetti
I love the versatility of fiberoptic lighting: The technology works
equally well in conjunction with landscaping or architectural
features,and because there’s no electrical current to worry about
at the light fixtures themselves, they’re a natural around water.
Better yet,you can use fiberoptics to create traditional pointlight sources, or you can set them up as mellow bands of light
over long stretches. I don’t use fiberoptics on every job,but when
the situation is right and the customer is willing,I’m eager to dig
in and design a system that will wow them for years to come.
As is true with any lighting system, the main reason to use
fiberoptics is safety: They convey information to those walking near a watershape after dark and help prevent accidents.
But as we’ll see, there’s more to fiberoptic systems because of
their ability to illuminate certain special watershape effects.
On the project seen here, for instance, we used fiberoptics
for four distinct purposes: three point lights to provide subsurface water illumination; a pair of bands to mark four steps
44

leading down to the pool deck; a pair of single point lights to
add a special glow to a laminar-flow jet on the deck; and point
lights to illuminate the spa and the pool’s surge tank.

Developing a Plan
Fiberoptics is a flexible, accessible technology, and installation isn’t particularly difficult. Yes, there are certain steps to
which you must pay careful attention, but by and large, once
you master the fundamentals, you’ll find that it’s pretty easy
to make the most out of these systems.
On any fiberoptic job, we start with a site plan – that is, an
overhead view of the watershape and all adjacent areas. We begin by establishing locations for the light fixtures and then where
we think the illuminators should go. (The remotely installed
illuminators provide the light source for the fiberoptic cables.)
It’s important to note that keeping cable runs to a minimum
WATERsHAPES  MARCH 2001

Figure 1

Figure 2

length is of key importance, because the intensity of light in
the fiberoptic strands diminishes with distance,even in straightline applications. This usually means that, for any given project, illuminator boxes will be installed at different locations
around the perimeter.
In this case, for example, the illuminator for the pool lights
was installed outdoors, up against the house, while the illuminator for the steps was installed in a utility closet inside the house.
In addition,the illuminator for the spa and surge tank lights was
installed at the equipment pad, while the illuminator for the
laminar jets was installed in a flowerbed near the fence.
In what follows, I’ll focus primarily on the steps and the
in-pool lights: These are representative of most of the fiberoptics installed with watershapes. You’ll also find brief discussions of the spa/surge tank and laminar jet lights in sidebars
on pages 46 and 47, respectively.
In developing an approach to any fiberoptic system, I rely
heavily on technical support from manufacturers. In this case,
for example, I sent a copy of the site plan with all the relevant
dimensions and had indicated where I was going to put all of
the light fixtures and illuminators.
Why the need for help? Simple: The technical support staff
takes my plan, calculates the distance of runs away from the illuminators and decides how many strands are needed per cable to yield a balanced, even light pattern. They also calculate light absorption due to surface materials and dark colors
– things I’d rather not tackle myself.
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On this job, for example, we had three runs between 48 and
65 feet from the illuminator to the pool lights that required a
125-fiber cable for each fixture. This gave us a total of 375
strands going back to the illuminator, which was fine, because
the models we were using could handle up to 500 strands.
We used the Super Vision lighting system from Hayward Pool
Products of Elizabeth,N.J.,for this particular project. I’ve used all
the major brands,however,and find that not only do they all work
well, but also that technical support is good across the boards.

The Business End
The bands of light we installed on the granite steps near the
pool came about to address a basic safety issue: Everyone on
site quickly recognized that you couldn’t clearly see the steps
or get a sense of their depth at night.
In this case, we located the illuminator in the house and so
had to core-drill through the foundation to pull the cable back
to the illuminator over the shortest possible route. The cable
used for band-light applications is different from the kind used
for point-lighting effects in that it is designed to allow the light
to escape along its length. Here, the outer casing is clear, exposing fibers that are woven in a braid or rope-like pattern
around a reflective center core.
In this case, we used four cables of 42 strands each – one for
each step – and ran them back to the illuminator. Using clamps,
we glued the special track for the light in a space we’d left in the
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granite tiles we used as facing (Figures 1
and 2 on page 45). One step alone required
more than 100 feet of fiber due to its arced
shape – even though the step is only 40 feet
across if measured in a straight line.
Each cable was installed in a loop, with
both ends polished and terminating at
the illuminator. We did so because band
lighting loses light along its run; running
a loop ensures even light along the entire
length of the fiber.
Here we come to one of those small yet
significant details of the installation process
that boils down to on-site supervision: In
a hardscape like this one,you have to make
sure your mason understands what you
need and leaves enough space for the cable. (Note: The material seen here is
flamed and honed Italian granite.)
As was just mentioned, cables of a different sort are used for fiberoptic point
lighting: In this case, you leave the sheathing intact with the intent of delivering as
much luminosity as possible at the fixture. To that purpose, both ends of the
cable must be polished (which I’ll discuss
later), and the cable must be worked with
and pulled carefully through conduits to
avoid damage to the fiber bundles or individual fibers within those bundles.
For the in-pool lights, we punctured
the shell with the conduit before the gunite was shot (Figures 3 and 4). The pipe
was cut off flush after the gunite cured, at
which point we pulled the cable through.
This is definitely easier said than done,
because the outer shell of the cable has a
certain stickiness to it and is difficult to
pull even through a lazy, sweeping turn.
We used wire lube, however, which made
things much, much easier.
The first key to success in laying out cable runs is, as we’ve mentioned, minimizing length. The second is to limit the number of turns. Where turns are necessary,they
must be sweeping, which is why we work
with flexible schedule 40 PVC tubing.

Figure 3

Lighting Tight Spaces
At our company, we service all of the pools and spas we build. This means we’re thinking
about the service technician as we design and build each project.
On the job discussed in the accompanying text, we gave the service technician a hand by installing a fiberoptic fixture inside the surge tank so that he or she can see what’s going on
when it comes time to do some cleaning. (A typical pool light could not be used because of
the constantly changing water level within the tank.)
This light is controlled by the same illuminator as the spa’s light fixture.

– P.B.

Figure 4

Back at the Box
The illuminator is the device that actually generates the light that is in turn
transmitted by the fibers, either as a point
fixture or along a cable band.
Each illuminator contains a lamp, a reflector, a color wheel and some associat46
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ed electronics and wiring. The illuminators chosen for
this job are fairly delicate devices with glass parabolic reflectors; they must be handled carefully to avoid damaging critical components. (Some reflectors are made
of aluminum and are less fragile, but they don’t put out
as much light. I needed maximum output for this job.)
The lights themselves are metal-halide halogen bulbs
rated for 6,500 hours of operation.
These illuminators come with a burial box that is set
below grade. All conduit runs are brought into the box
and up into the illuminator housing. Once the conduits and box are in place, soil is packed around the
box (Figures 5 and 6). The lamps and color-wheel motors generate a fair amount of heat, which means that
all these boxes should be placed in areas with a good,
cooling flow of air.
Installing the illuminator involves three types of wiring
connections: the fiber cable, a power feed and a lowvoltage control (Figure 7). The low-voltage control cable consists of 4-conductor, 18-gauge shielded wire that’s
run in its own conduit system – which in this case was
linked with a computer control system supplied by Laars
and Jandy Pool Products (Petaluma, Calif.) for the pool
and the spa. Here, the illuminators run on 120-volt
power hardwired to Jandy’s relays and activated via the
pool/spa controller.
Some illuminators on the market have separate power circuits operating the color wheel and the light. On
the systems I used here, the light and color wheel share
power circuits, but they can be turned on and off independently via an internal relay – an option I chose in
this case. This allowed us to synchronize all the color
wheels through a single controller.
This synchronization isn’t standard, but it was what
the customer wanted. So we worked with Super Vision
and the technical staff at Jandy to develop the wiring
scheme required to make all the lights and wheels operate together.
The way it works is all the wheels spin whether or not
the bulbs are on. That way, even if one of the lighting
systems is not being used, the wheel remains in synch
with the rest of the system – and when the lights do come
on, all of the colors change in unison.

Figure 5

Figure 6

Streams of Light
As mentioned in the companion story, we installed two laminar jets in the
deck near the pool. The nozzles for this system were manufactured by Crystal
Fountains of Concord, Ontario, Canada, and are made to include fiberoptic
lights.
The effect is truly mesmerizing: The tight, arcing streams of water are lit
from within and glow uniformly for a remarkable distance – a subtle and eyecatching effect.
The illuminator for the lights in these jets is located in a nearby flowerbed.

– P.B.

Figure 7

Polishing the Ends
Beyond getting the cable to cooperate in being
jammed through conduits, the one tricky step in all of
this installation process is cutting and polishing both
ends of all fiber cables. As mentioned above, for the
band lighting it ensures even light distribution along
the full length of the cable. For point source lighting,
polishing maximizes light flowing into the cable at the
illuminator and increases the light received at the lens.
This all has the effect of maximizing the output lumens.
To start,we cut the cable to a rough length – plus three
WATERsHAPES  MARCH 2001
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inches. Then we slice into the outer sheath with
an X-Acto knife, peeling the skin back like a banana and cutting it away. It’s very important not
to slice or scrape the outer length of the fiber, so
be careful!
At the illuminator end, we snap on a plastic ferrule to crimp and tightly bundle the fibers together. This ferrule fits into a bracket or reducing bushing in the light fixture itself (Figure 8).
As needed, you may end up adding short, dummy fibers to tighten the bundle and pack the bushing as tightly as possible.
Cutting the cable is a two-person job: One
holds the cable while the other slices the fibers
with a hot knife.
This cut is extremely important: You must use
even, downward pressure with the hot knife and
avoid sawing back and forth. (A saw cut will create a gummy mess.) Be patient: It takes about 10
or 15 seconds to cut each bundle if you’re doing
it right. And if you’ve never cut fiberoptic cable
before (other than accidentally), I suggest getting
some scrap and practicing with it before you work
on the real thing on the job. It’s not hard, but it
does require a special touch.

Figure 8

Figure 9

POND & LAKE LINERS
Golf Course Landscape Architects
Site Observation Services
email: pdc@pinnacle-design.com
San Diego: 619-699-5908
Palm Desert: 760-340-4529
Circle 39 on Postage Free Card
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• Custom fabricated panels up to 25,000 sf
• Plastic & Rubber Pond Liners
• Installation & Supervision
• Erosion Control & Soil and Turf Reinforcement
Colorado:
Texas:
So. Dakota:
California:
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888-546-4641
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877-578-5000
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Figure 10

Next we use a kit to polish the ends of a fiber.
(According to one leading manufacturer, this
process adds 10% to 15% to light output.) The
polishing itself is simple: You work methodically through a series of wet and dry polishing steps, moving from coarse to fine and extra-fine grits.
We polish the fibers to increase light output and
also to make certain no stray fibers extend past
the reducer bushing to interfere with the motion
of the color wheel. Then, for point-light fixtures,
we move to the other end of the cable, repeating
the process in setting up the cable at the fixture’s
centering disk (Figure 9).
At the fixture locations, we countersink the gunite around the fixture so that the pool finish can
be packed in to prevent leakage. (It’s important
to keep water out of the conduit to avoid condensation on the fixture’s lens.) The lens itself fits
over the cable and is sealed by two O-rings that
should be lubricated before the lens is installed
(Figures 10 and 11).
That’s it: Time to fill the pool and spa with
water, turn on the lights and enjoy the glowing
results.

Figure 11

Circle 1 on Postage Free Card
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GREAT LENGTHS
From Pebble Beach to Augusta National, water and the game of golf share a storied history – and the
relationship is growing even closer,says landscape architect and watershaper Ken Alperstein of Pinnacle
Design. As new courses compete for major tournaments and real estate sales on adjoining properties,
course architects are using streams, ponds and lakes to make aesthetic statements – and giving watershapers a chance to work on the grandest scale.
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BY KEN ALPERSTEIN

f all
the sports,
there’s none that relies more on the art of landscaping than golf. The contours of the land, the
style, size and placement of plantings, the use of
elaborate stonework and the installation of substantial bodies of water often define not only the
competitive challenge of the game but the ambiance
and character of the entire golfing experience.
This is especially true of championship golf
courses, where designers seek ways to stretch the
envelope in terms of the way the game is played
and in the physical beauty of the courses themselves. In their search for true distinction, many
have turned to the use of carefully designed and
installed watershapes, both as water hazards and
aesthetic accents. Indeed, even a quick survey of
courses built in the past 20 years reveals that water has become an emblem of the modern game.
Building these bodies of water for top-flight golf
courses is a unique challenge: Success requires
working hard to make everything look as natural as possible on a very large scale – and making
sure that golfers wearing spikes don’t poke holes
in your work as they play.

POINT

Photo © Joann Dost
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DEPARTURE

At Pinnacle Design Co., our goal is to create natural watershapes and landscape environments on
golf courses to complement and extend the vision
of the developer and the golf-course architect.
In most cases, that means building watershapes
and landscapes that look as though they’ve been
there forever and that the links just happened to
have been cut around them.
These are extremely large projects by most anyone’s reckoning. A typical championship golf course
may include 60 to 100 acres of landscaping, while
streams may measure a mile or more in total length
and ponds or small lakes can be sized in terms of acres
of surface area and hold millions of gallons of water.
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The mechanical and material
ends of things are outsized, too.
Plumbing ranges from 6 to 24 inches in diameter, while the three-phase
pumps we use run from 10 to 150
horsepower. And on a typical job, we
may use as much as 2,500 tons of natural rock and tens of thousands of plants
and trees in dozens of species.
Adding to the challenge is that no two
courses are alike – nor are their designers and owners. Bringing practical realities into alignment with a designer’s or developer’s vision can be bracing at times,
as can making everything work within
ever-increasing environmental constraints.
But through careful planning, competent
construction and constant site supervision, we bring it all together.
In doing so, we have a simple touchstone: Given the overall design, we draw
our primary inspiration from the site.
From stone and plant selection to contouring the earthen substructures for
streams and waterfalls,it’s the site that dictates what will look natural and what won’t.
As with so many collaborative efforts,
however, this is all easier said than done.

During the design phase,we’re given a site
plan that shows spaces and corridors set
aside for the water elements and landscaped areas. From that point on,we work
closely with the architect and owner, but
we know that how we establish the watershapes and put our mark on them with respect to shape, elevations, flow rates, construction details and basic presentation
will make all the difference in whether or
not the water looks like it belongs there.
To be sure, this is something that works
out more easily in some jobs than it does
in others. When a project includes dramatic elevation changes, existing water
and indigenous stone – and the available
palette of plants affords us lots of choices – it’s not all that difficult to bring interest, balance and variety to the site. On
the flat, however, the challenge rises as we
introduce elevation changes and use
more subtle effects in the watershapes –
making it all look beautiful without
seeming completely out of place.

THE FUNDAMENTALS
The feature of our business that lets us
succeed in an environment where, first,
Continued on page 54
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IN

A

ROCK QUARRY

An example of a bold watershape that really hit the mark is
at The Quarry, a course located in La Quinta, near Palm Springs, Calif. It
begins as the backdrop of the tenth green and then cascades into a series of ponds and
streams along the entire right-hand side of the golf hole. Everything you see here is man-made: We
imported 2,200 tons of boulders and cobbles for the streambeds. The waterfall was built using highly
detailed artificial rock.
By using boulders of a type that matched those found in the existing terrain and by making use of distant views,
we were able to create the illusion of this rocky stream in the middle of the desert. The sloping, rocky banks and
carefully random dispersion of small and large rocks in the streambed all work to give the impression that the stream is
natural.
Interestingly, a massive alluvial fan drains into the course, and we had a situation where a 100-year storm could advance a
wall of water five feet high by fifty feet across. The civil engineers working on the site decided that we needed a concrete structure
that would protect the golf course from flooding – hence the size and location, which provide the transitions for the waterfalls in the
stream while serving as that structure.
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roundings show us that there isn’t going
to be much water present, then we’ll approach things differently. Here we might
go for slow, meandering streams, or narrower streams. Or we might think in
terms of Japanese gardens and set things
up so that water appears and disappears
as you move through the environment.
Or we might go bold, using flat bodies of
water contrasting sharply with expanses
of turf or the starkness of a desert setting.
Every step of the way, of course, we interact and consult with the developer,golfcourse architect and hydraulic engineer to
be sure that our own design ideas flow in
with those of all the project’s major players.

WORKING

TO

SCALE

Not much of what I’ve written so far is
different from any substantial watershaping project: the need to let the site
guide you in your approach; the need to
coordinate with others participating in
the project; and the need to answer questions related to appearance, intended use
and basic environment.
The first real distinction I see is the matter of scale.
Long before the earth-moving equipment moves in, we do lots of on-site surveying to measure and confirm the placement of our watershapes. If we spot
problems, we bring them to the attention
of the architect and the development team.
Once everything is resolved, we bring in
a team of contractors whom we know
from past experience will get the job done.
The large scale dictates a higher-thanusual degree of coordination,and no matter how well we’ve designed and prepared
for the project, we are only as good as the
performance of the contractors doing the
work. The key to overseeing and ensuring superior performance and a top-notch
outcome is due diligence prior to selection of the contractor. That’s why working with contractors we know is essential.
Another scale-related distinction is
that we work to integrate multiple watershapes into an overall system. Most
of the courses we work on have a large
lake that serves as an irrigation reservoir.
We’ll look for ways to combine our major streams with the reservoir so that, as
water is drawn off for irrigation and is
replaced, the water in the stream is also
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there’s usually a basic plan we didn’t have a hand in developing and,
second, there’s a site that’s fundamentally different from the courses
we’ve worked on before, is the fact
that we use a consistent method in
the design phase, boiling everything
down to three keys:
 Basic appearance: What should the
water look like? Do we want a meandering stream? Crashing whitewater? Do we
want it to look as if it’s moving through
a marsh area or over boulders and cobbles? How will what we’re thinking about
doing fit within the context of the site?
How believable is the system going to be?
 Basic role: At what points in the architect’s plan does water exist to present
a hazard to golfers? At what points does
it retire into the background and exist
strictly for beauty’s sake? Have we considered all of the relevant focal points so
that golfers can see the water and play over
or around it accordingly? Have we accommodated the fact that water hazards
are usually broad areas of still water that
can be seen from key areas of play such
as tees, landing areas and greens?
 Basic environment: Are we considering selection and placement of materials and formation of edges that are
both beautiful and believable? Are we after a rocky stream, or is it going to have
earthen banks with signs of natural erosion? What plantings will work best in
these situations? What materials can we
borrow from the surrounding environment? What do we need to import?
We spend a tremendous amount of
time in the planning phase considering
these questions, the principles behind
them, the course architect’s ideas and, especially, the site.
We do so because we know the decisions
we make here will have a huge impact on
what happens to the physical structures in
and around the proposed watershapes. If,
for example, we have course topography
that includes significant hills with drainage
channels entering the golf course,this may
provide us with an opportunity to define
bigger, more cascading types of streams.
The site determines whether such a watershape works and belongs there.
By contrast, if we have a relatively flat
site – in a desert, say – and the natural sur-

Continued on page 56
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WATERTIGHT MEANDERINGS
This is what we call a “meadow stream.” Located at the Primm Valley Golf
Course in Primm, Calif., it’s on a site that had us come up with a highly detailed
shoreline treatment where the liner and concrete are protected well below the
earthen cover and turf line.
The result is very natural – so natural that few would ever suspect that a liner caked with concrete is what makes it all possible.
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FLAT-OUT GORGEOUS
This is one of those cases where we were confronted by a completely flat piece of desert when called on to create a series of lakes
and waterfalls separating the ninth and eighteenth fairways of the
Mission Hills North Golf Course in Rancho Mirage, Calif.
We had to work very hard on this job, both with the substructure and the placement of flat rocks and boulders to create variety within the falls.
Complicating matters for us was the fact that this watershape
was to become the focal point in the middle of surroundings without a drop of water or a tree or shrub within eyeshot. So we focused on breaking up the flow, using weirs to create irregular patterns, drops and depths. Then we worked the edges with a mixture
of rock and landscaping material – all sorts of variations within
the confines of the watercourse.
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elements that help blend the watershapes with the obviously man-made elements.
As I said above, every job is different and for all of our careful planning, we’ve learned that there are no “rules” to govern what we do.

TO

THE

LINKS

When the rocks and plantings are in place, we find that we’re
usually about 90 percent of the way toward completion. Now
we settle in for a significant period of on-site adjustment – especially after the water’s been added and we get to see just how all
of our planning and field direction has panned out.
Often we’ll find the action of the water will create erosion patterns that we didn’t even think about; in some cases, we need to
change courses in one area to avoid damaging another. We also
work with the edges, making sure that everything looks as natural as possible and, more important, that the watercourses are not
leaking outside their lined banks.
The final distinction in what we do when compared to most watershapers is the amount of time we spend in planning the aesthetics
– and in following through to make sure everything’s in place.
Nothing is more satisfying at the end of the day than to sit back with
the sense that what we’ve done truly belongs where we put it. The
ultimate validation comes when golfers can’t distinguish landscaping
and water that was existing from that which was man-made.
And that’s an important quality, because there are far too many
golf courses that don’t project an air of belonging. They just seem
out of place. In our work, however, we do all we can to bring artful landscaping sensibilities to the work and create environments
that are as much works of art as they are places where duffers shout
“fore” and handicaps are either improved or forgotten.
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BUILDING BRIDGES
The Bridges at the Rancho Santa Fe Golf Course in Rancho Santa Fe, Calif., is an
example of a crashing, whitewater stream – a fast-flowing, exciting watercourse for
both the golf course and adjacent residences.
We had quite an elevation change to work with, which again let us introduce lots of
variety in a compact space. There are some areas where the water is rolling, some
where there are dramatic drops, and others where it’s cascading.
Never monotonous, a project like this one shows how you can manipulate the
water speed and movement to create different effects and lines of flow within the banks.
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Maintaining
Investments
By Stephanie Rose

W

hen I meet with clients for the first
time, we talk a lot about what style,
design, color and other elements appeal to them. We also talk about
whether they want a low-maintenance garden, or
whether they want to put a lot of their own work
into a high-maintenance yard.
Consistently, however, I find that people do not
even remotely understand what I mean by “maintenance.” I hear things like, “I don’t need a sprinkler clock,” or, more truthfully, “I don’t want to
spend the money on a sprinkler clock” – and I immediately realize that I have someone on my hands
who needs educating.

What Is Maintenance?
As a landscape designer, I also listen to lots of
clients who see maintenance as the job performed by their overpriced “mow, blow and go”
gardener who, they say, does “absolutely nothing.” But they’re thinking of just one of maintenance’s three key elements:
 Irrigation. Every properly landscaped yard
must begin with a proper irrigation system. This
means installing enough heads to cover the area adequately and enough valves so that no one area is
overloaded. This also means considering exposure of
the various areas and the types of plants that will be
installed in each. Furthermore, someone needs to
check periodically to be sure the system is in proper
working order (in other words, someone needs to
make certain the heads haven’t shifted and are watering the car instead of the lawn).

I might go so far as to say that if you can’t
convince your clients of the importance of
maintenance, you should pass on the job
– or find an alternative.
 Weekly maintenance service. Most people have problems with
their gardener, but I have to say that the majority of gardens are well
tended by the weekly mow, blow and go service. With few exceptions,
most of these workers are underpaid and simply don’t have the time
to do anything more for a yard. (Even though I tend to complain
about them, I have a lot of empathy for gardeners. If you figure out
how much they get paid per hour to work on yards, it’s amazing
they’re able to keep doing this for a living.)
 Specialty maintenance. Everyone thinks they’ll do this themselves – fertilizing, dead-heading flowers, thinning out woody shrubs,
Continued on page 71
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